ALL MALAYSIA MALAYALEE ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD 2020-2021

1. EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
The Executive Council is the body tasked with the governing of AMMA. Members to the
Executive Council are elected biennially and shall also include the President or nominee of each
affiliate. In addition, two appointed Vice Presidents and four appointed Committee Members,
as stated below, are also part of the Executive Council. The elected members together with the
appointed members are referred to as the Central Working Committee.
CENTRAL WORKING COMMITTEE
President
Deputy President
Vice President

General Secretary
General Treasurer
Asst. General Secretary
Asst. General Treasurer

: Datuk Rajan OKP Menon
: Dr Manohur K Kumaran
: Datin Sri Shaila V
: Mr. A Gopalan Nair (Appointed)
Mr. Sivadasan Achyuthan Nair (Appointed)
: Mr. Sasikumar Govinda Poduval
: Mr. Ravindranath G Menon
: Ms. Anne Mathews
: Mr. Keasevan Krishnan

Council Chairpersons
Cultural Council
Community Affairs Council
Entrepreneurship Council
Education Council
Communications Council
Ladies Council
Youth Council

: Dato’ Asok Kumar Govinda Poduval
: Ms. Philomina MP D’Cruz
: Mr. Halim Shah
: Prof. Pradeep Kumar Achyuthan Nair
: Mr. Vineeth Menon
: Ms. Hilda Alposilva
: Mr. Rajiv Nair Madawan Nair

Appointed Committee Members :Mr. Haridas Menon
:Mr. Balan Menon
:Mr. Armanathan Nair
:Mr. Suman Mathevan
Hon Auditors

: Mr. Revi J Pillai
: Ms. Padma Devi Narayanan
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2. AFFILIATES
During the period under review, there were no changes to the affiliate membership. The
following Malayalee Associations / organizations remain affiliated to AMMA:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22

North Malaysia Malayali Samajam (NMMS)
North Perak Malayalee Association, Taiping (NPMA)
Sungai Siput Malayalee Association (SSMA)
Perak Malayalee Association, Ipoh (PMA)
Lower Perak Malayalee Association, Teluk Intan (LPMA)
Tanjung Malim Malayalee Association (TMMA)
Slim River Malayalee Association (SRMA)
Selangor & Federal Territory Malayalee Association (SFTMA)
Klang Malayalee Association (Mamangam)
Putrajaya Malayalee Association (PUTRAMAS)
Malaysian Malayalee Catholic Association (MMCA)
Persatuan Malabari Malaysia (PMM)
Negeri Sembilan Kerala Samajam (NSKS)
Jampol Malayalee Association (JMA)
Port Dickson Malayalee Association (PDMA)
Malacca Kerala Samajam (MKS)
Kluang Malayalee Association (KMA)
Johor Bahru Malayalee Association (JBMA)
West Pahang Malayalee Association (WPMA)
Kuantan Malayalee Samajam (KMS)
Sitiawan Malayalee Association (SMA)
Hulu Langat Malayalee Sanghadana (HLMS)

3. EXECUTIVE COUNCIL / CENTRAL WORKING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
During the period under review, the Executive Council and the Central Working Committee
held four (4) and six (6) meetings respectively. In view of the prevalent Covid19 pandemic in
the country and with the advances in technology, all meetings were conducted through Web
Conferencing. All such meetings were well attended by members as shown in the Attendance
Summary, which is attached to this report as an annex.
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4. FINANCE
During the financial year ended 31st December 2020, the excess of income over expenses was
RM20,339. Cash and bank balances amounted to RM373,805 inclusive of Fixed Deposits
amounting to RM159,526. The increase in Cash and bank balance is partly due to RM115,325
received from MITRA to conduct Malayalam classes at seven affiliate centers. As of 31st
December 2020, only RM57,515 were claimed by the affiliates due to restrictions imposed by
the Movement Control Order to thwart the spread of Covid19 pandemic.
5. 45TH AMMA ANNUAL DELEGATES’ CONFERENCE AND GAMES CARNIVAL
The proposed 45th Annual Delegates’ Conference and Games Carnival at Klang with
MAMANGAM playing host had to be cancelled due to the Covid19 pandemic. Under the
circumstances, the Annual Delegates’ Conference was subsequently conducted through Web
Conferencing on 8 November 2020 at 2.00 pm. Even though the ADC was conducted on virtual
platform, 89 delegates from various affiliates were present. Being an election year, a new
Central Working Committee with Datuk Rajan Menon as the President was elected for the term
2020-2022.
As for the changes made to the Rules and Regulations of AMMA and approved by delegates at
the 45th ADC, the Registrar of Society (ROS) approved the same on 10 March 2021.

6. ACTIVITIES
Due to the Covid19 pandemic, no physical activities were organized since the last Annual
Delegates’ Conference. However, exceptions were made to undertake Community projects to
assist needy people who were financially affected by the pandemic. Both the Ladies and Youth
Wings of AMMA carried out distribution of food and groceries through the various affiliates.
Vishu and Onam were celebrated through virtual musical nights with artistes from Malaysia
and Kerala. Vishu Kaineettam, a virtual musical night featuring Anoop Sankar and Mridula
Warrier was organized to raise funds for MAB and the Parthiban family.
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6.1. Financial Aid for Parthiban Family: A sum of RM7,500 was collected through
contribution from AMMA members and from the surplus of the Vishu Kaineettam function,
to assist the family of Mr. Parthiban who has been ailing from various physical conditions
including blindness. The money will be spent to set up a food business for the family which
will help them to generate sustainable income. A laptop was presented to Mr. Parthiban’s eldest
son who is a SPM student. The laptop was donated by Mr. Uday Jayaram, President of AMMA
Foundation.

6.2 ONLINE AAYALUM ONAM VANNALLO (OAOV)
AMMA & SFTMA collaborated
in the online program #OAOV
organized in conjunction with
Onam on 11 September 2021.
This was the very first digitally
produced national virtual Onam
program.
We had over 450 devices logged
in, and this may translate to at
least 1500 viewers, as members
were watching the program
together as a family.

The *Online Aayalum Onam Vannallo* Organizing Committee from AMMA & SFTMA would like
to express their heartfelt gratitude to:
● All the AMMA Samajam Leaders and Members for taking the time and effort to join them in
celebrating Onam with such enthusiasm.
● The local Malayalee singers, dancers and Emcee who did a fabulous job given all the constraints
with the lockdown. Many members watching such a program for the first time were totally
mesmerized by their local talents.
● The young Poetry recital participants from members of affiliates of AMMA. This was certainly a
start in the right direction to expose and encourage the young generation to appreciate their culture
and language. Nineteen children from eight (8) Samajams participated in this competition.
Congratulations to all the young winners. All winners received their prizes and an e-certificate
through their respective Samajam Presidents.
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● The singer from Kerala, Hari Shankar whose renditions brought a freshness to music lovers,
especially for the young generation. KS Harisankar’s vocals certainly had the audience captivated.
The fee paid to Hari Shankar for the online show amounted to RM7,060.
● Sponsors: A sum of RM3,750 were received from YBhg. Tan Sri Ravindran Menon, Datin Sri
Shaila V, Madam Hilda Alposilva, Dato Asok Kumar Poduval, Mr. M.R. Chandran, Mr.
Sukumaran Nair, Dr. Chackrapani Pillai and Mr. Rajiv Nair for their contributions that helped to
ensure a successful program.

The overall tone from
the community
echoed that #OAOV
was an awesome
show! The
comments from
oversees viewers
acknowledged that
we a very high
benchmark for such a
production had been
set.

The organizers from AMMA and SFTMA which consisted of Datuk Rajan Menon, Dato’ Asok
Kumar Poduval, Datin Sri Shaila, Mdm. Hilda, Dr. Manohur & Mr. Sasikumar Poduval thoroughly
enjoyed putting this show together for the community. The Organizing Committee thanks all who
were involved in one way or another in making the program a successful one.
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6.3 AMMA Youth Section Report
2021-2022 YOUTH COUNCIL COMMITTEE:
1. Rajiv Nair M - Chairperson
2. Shalini Kreshnan - Secretary (PUTRAMAS)
3. Gayathri Nair Balakrishnan - Treasurer (PMA)
Committee Member:
4. Dhania Nair Rajan (SFTMA)
5. Dr. Suman Mathevan (JBMA)
6. Sandeep Nair Sivadasan (MKS)
7. Suman Menon Balan (NMMS)
8. Vishnu Nair (MAMANGAM)
9. Dhanniya Jayaprakas (NMMS)
10. Hariharan Mathevan (PMA)
AMMA Youth Projects
1) AMMA Youths participated in the following programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aviyal Classic Golf Social Game at Glenmarie Golf and Country Club -24 December 2020
Participating AMMA Youths: 1) Suman Mathevan , 2) Rajiv Nair M
Rancangan Malaysia Ke-12 (RMK 12) Dialogue - 27 December 2020
GOPIO Youth Virtual Meet - 23 January 2021
Malaysian Indian Youth Council (MIYC) 30th Anniversary Dinner - 10 April 2021
The Malaysian Telugu Foundation (MTF) 17th Anniversary - 28 Apr 2021
GOPIO Malaysia Youth Conference 2021- 12 June 2021

2) AMMA Youth Facebook Page was re-launched on 14 Feb 2021
3) ARMY 2.0 Online Virtual Meet - 27 Feb 2021
4) AMMA Youth Chaya Time Virtual Meet - 14 Mac 2021
5) AMMA Youth Chaya and Games Virtual Meet - 28 Mac 2021
6) Two AMMA Youth members were selected to be in GOPIO (Global Organization for People
of Indian Origin) Youth Committee - 18 April 2021
7) AMMA Youth EURO 2020 Competition (JBMA Youth won the competition and received
EURO champion team jersey) - 21 June 2021
6

8) AMMA Youths Food Aid Project: 500 packed foods were delivered for the needy and
homeless in KL City Center - 9 July 2021
9) AMMA Youths distributed 100 food aid boxes and 100 rice bags for the needy (We care food
basket) - 16 July 2021
10) AMMA Youths registered with Cancer Society of Malaysia to be volunteer to support Covid
vaccination program - 21 July 2021
11) AMMA Youth & Putramas Youth Virtual Medical Talk (Herd Immunity) - 31 July 2021
12) AMMA Youths Food Aid Project, Packed foods delivered for the frontliners, needy and
homeless in KL City Center - 14 Aug 2021
13) AMMA Youth & SFTMA Youth Virtual Mental Health Awareness Talk – 4 Sept 2021
The AMMA Youth Council is striving hard to bring the young Malayalees to the forefront
of the Affiliates to prepare them to take the leadership in future.
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6.4 VISHU KAINEETTAM

Amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, The All Malaysia Malayalee Association (AMMA) hosted a live
online musical charity event titled “VISHUKAINEETTAM” on 10th April 2021 featuring awardwinning playback singers, Anoop Sankar and Mridula Warrier. The organizing committee was
headed by Dr Manohur Kurup, the Deputy President of AMMA.
Anoop Sankar is a popular media personality performing regularly in the South Indian musical
circuit for more than a decade. He has to his credit more than 1,500 episodes of various television
and radio shows. He has appeared many times in Malaysia as an AMMA fundraiser and remains
a crowd puller to this day.
Mridula Warrier is an Indian playback singer from Kerala. She has recorded songs in Malayalam,
Tamil, Telugu and Kanada films. She was the first runner-up of Idea Star Singer in 2010.
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In this show, Anoop Sankar and Mridula Warrier entertained the audience with beautiful
Malayalam melodies and graciously sang many songs that were personally requested by the
attendees of the virtual concert that was streamed live on Anoop Sankar’s YouTube channel. There
was an overall viewership of over 17,000.
To commemorate the event, prominent personalities from the Indian community in Malaysia were
invited to share their greetings during the show. They were AMMA President Datuk Rajan Menon;
His Excellency Mridul Kumar, High Commissioner of India to Malaysia; His Excellency Vanu
Gopala Menon, High Commissioner of Singapore to Malaysia; Very Revd. Philip Thomas Cor
Episcopa, Orthodox Syrian Church, Malaysia; Mr. George Thomas, Chief Executive Officer of
the Malaysian Association for the Blind and AMMA Patron, Tan Sri Datuk Ravindran Menon.
While celebrating Vishu, AMMA also decided to take the opportunity to raise funds for the less
fortunate. A total sum of RM18,859 was collected against an expenditure of RM7,950, being the
cost for the virtual musicians. From the surplus, a sum of RM5,000 goes as donation to the
Malaysian Association for the Blind and RM1,250 towards the Parthiban family fund.

His Excellency Mridul Kumar, High Commissioner of India to Malaysia delivering his Vishu
greetings.
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6.5

CONTRIBUTION TO AMMA BY AVIYAL GOLF

Since the inception of Aviyal Golf 27 years ago by a closely knit group of avid golfers from the
Malaysian Malayalee community, it has evolved into an exclusive fraternity that best symbolizes
the spirit of brotherhood and comradeship exemplified in golf.
Many of the prominent AMMA members are part of this Aviyal Golf group and AMMA has
benefited by receiving generous donations on many occasions from the Aviyal Golf for some of
its community projects.
On 22nd April 2021, Aviyal Golf handed over a cheque for RM 2,500 to Datuk Rajan Menon,
President, AMMA at a dinner function held at Mr. Kevin Sugumaran’s house in PJ. This event
was attended by Dr. Manohur Kurup, Tan Sri V.C. George, Mr. M.R. Chandran, Mr. Ramesh
Menon, Mr. Dinseh Nambiar, Mr. Mukhan and Capt. Sashidharan among others.
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6.6 AMMA’s contribution towards the construction of Dewan C P Ramachandran at
University Malaya.
The late Prof. Emeritus Dato C P Ramachandran was an eminent and distinguished scholar who
greatly contributed to the medical community, world-wide. He was a great supporter of the
Malaysian Malayalee Community, especially in the field of education,
He was the founder member of the Malaysian Society of Parasitology & Tropical Medicine
(MSPTM) in 1964 and became its President later on. He also served as the Head of MSPTM,
Medical Faculty, Universiti Malaya. A distinguished Fellow of Academy, he won many accolades
over his life time and even served with the World Health Organization (WHO) due to his renowned
medical and scientific experience.
The department of Parasitology of University Malaya seeks to honor the legacy of late Prof. Dato
C P Ramachandran by constructing a lecture hall in his name in recognition of his immense
contributions and pioneering work in the field of Parasitology and Tropical Medicines.
The proposed hall, to be named Dewan C P Ramachandran, is estimated to cost RM 300,000.
Upon the request by University Malaya for the Malayalee Community’s contribution towards the
construction of this Dewan, AMMA undertook a donation drive and collected RM 30,000, which
was handed-over to Prof. Dr. Lau Yee Ling, Head of Parasitology, University Malaya, by Datuk
Rajan Menon, President, AMMA, on the 1st of April, 2021at a simple function held at the Faculty
of Medicine, University Malaya. This event was attended by Tan Sri Ravindran Menon, Dr.
Manohur Kurup, Prof. Dr. Pradeep Kumar, Mr. Uday Jayaram, the family members of late Dato
C P Ramachandran and members of Department of Parasitology, University Malaya.
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6.7 COVID CONTROL AND VACCINATION
All Malaysia Malayalee Association (AMMA), Klang Malayalee Association, Selangor
(MAMANGAM) and MITians Malaysia (MIT Alumni) jointly hosted a nationwide virtual forum
on Covid control and vaccination on 1st May 2021.
The eminent speakers at the forum were Dr. B. Venugopalan, Consultant Public Health Specialist
and Deputy Director, Selangor State Health Department and Dato Dr. C. Suresh, Senior Consultant,
Infectious Disease, Physician and Head of Medical Department, Hospital Sungai Buloh.
It was a lively forum attended by 126 participants. The video for the entire session was posted in
the AMMA Exco chat group.
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6.8 CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS INDIA COVID-19 HUMANITARIAN RELIEF FUND

MERCY Malaysia, in collaboration with Malaysian Indian Business Council (MIBC) and ALL
MALAYSIA MALAYALEE ASSOCIATION (AMMA), spearheaded a national effort to raise
funds to purchase and send critically needed medical supplies to hospitals in India, which were in
dire need of such assistance to treat the overflowing Covid-19 patients.
The hospital medical facilities were stretched to an extend where many hospitals were forced to
turn away patients, afflicted by new variants, due to severe shortage of beds, Oxygen and other
critically needed supplies.
AMMA, through a fund-raiser, collected RM 70,000.00. from the Malaysian society towards the
above cause and Datuk Rajan Menon handed-over the above amount to Datuk Capt. Surendran
Menon, Hon. General Secretary of MIBC, who was coordinating the whole project, on 18th May
2021 at MAMANGAM House in the presence of MAMANGAM President, Mr. Jayakumar.
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6.9 HELPMATES KLANG – MEDICAL EQUIPMENT SUPPLY TO
HOSPITAL TENGKU AMPUAN RAHIMAH, KLANG.
A group of Malayalees called HELPMATES KLANG, headed by Datuk Rajan Menon, came
together to help and assist the Klang community regardless of race in the wake of worsening
Covid-19 pandemic, which was sweeping the state since May 2021.
It initiated a fund-raising drive which transcended race, color and creed as it welcomed
contributions from all races for a common and noble humanitarian cause.
HELPMATES KLANG were driven to push themselves, as many of the lives were at risk due to
the spike in Covid-19 cases and the prevalence of aggressive virus variants that placed tremendous
pressure and constraints on the medical front-liners and care-givers at Hospital Tengku Ampuan
Rahimah, Klang. Lack of critical medical items and equipment were severely felt by the staff at
the hospital to cope with the tremendous surge in the admission of Covid patients from all over
Klang district and elsewhere.
The donation-drive received overwhelming response from the Malaysian citizens and it stood at
RM 108,000.00 when the drive was closed after a week. In consultation with the management of
HTAR, Helpmates Klang purchased more critically needed equipment and supplies. These were
presented to the hospital on 25th July 2021. The presentation ceremony was attended by Datuk
Rajan Menon, Mr. Prakash, Mr. Jacob, Mr. Jayakumar and HTAR personnel including Dr. Hj.
Zulkarnain Bin Hj. Mohd Rawi, Pengarah HTAR, Klang.
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6.10 ONASAMMANAM

In conjunction with Onam 2021, the All Malaysia Malayalee Association (AMMA) reached out
to over 300 families nationwide who are facing difficult times amidst the Covid-19 pandemic.
This project was generously funded by YB Senator Dato’ Kesavadas (RM20,000), YB Senator
Dato Sri Vell Paari (RM10,000) and AMMA Foundation President, Mr. Uday Jayaram
(RM1,000).
All the 22 affiliates and 2 expatriate organizations, namely Persatuan Kebudayaan Dan Kesenian
Pravasi Malayalee Kuala Lumpur & Selangor and Kerala Muslim Cultural Centre, participated in
this program by distributing food baskets, containing essential food and groceries, to the needy.
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6.11 EDUCATION COUNCIL REPORT
6.11.1. 2nd National Career Guidance Webinar was held on 27 March 2021 via Zoom:
The event targeted SPM/O-level students from all over Malaysia. A total of 73 students attended
the Webinar. Apart from discussing how to choose the right career and course, participants also
completed a Career Profile Test and had the opportunity to interact with subject matter experts
from 14 different disciplines.
6.11.2. DuckiePi Computer Sponsorship for the B40 Community:
This project was launched on 5 September 2021. As the pandemic continues to disrupt learning
for five million Malaysian students, AMMA and AMMA Foundation, in collaboration with
Taylor’s Me.Reka Makerspace joined forces to raise RM32,500 in order to sponsor
65 DuckiePi computers for marginalized children in Malaysia. At only RM500, each child
receives a lightweight and powerful PC – consisting the DuckiePi, monitor, camera, keyboard and
mouse. The DuckiePi is an effective, multifunctional, and cost-efficient digital device built for
purpose of e-Learning.
6.12LADIES COUNCIL REPORT
2020-2021 LADIES COUNCIL COMMITEE

Ms.

Hilda
Datin Sri Shaila V, Vice President of MMA

Mdm. Shobhna Nair, Secretary

Alposilva, Chair

Ms. Mahija Menon, Treasurer
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(Report by Ladies Chairperson, Ms. Hilda Alposilva)
After the last ADC in November 2020, the Ladies Council Team hit the ground running with
continuing the good works of the past Ladies Council Chair, Datin Sri Shaila V. We are pleased
to report that despite 2020-2021 being a very challenging year, the Ladies Council succeeded in
organizing the following activities to keep our community engaged through various online/virtual
activities. The online medical talk sessions were open to non Malayalees as well with the hope
that we are able to bring some recognition to AMMA and its Affiliates. I am again truly grateful
to the Ladies Council Team members mentioned above, and all the Samajam Presidents & the
Affiliate Samajam Ladies' Chairpersons and representatives for their continuous support of all the
programs organized. A special mention to AMMA Communications Chair, Mr. Vineeth Menon,
for his assistance with technology at all the online sessions. Finally, we thank our dear President,
Datuk Rajan Menon and the CWC Members for their support and encouragement in all that we
undertake - a great team to work with!
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY AMMA LADIES’ COUNCIL

6.12.1

CHRISTMAS CHEER #AMMACARES - DECEMBER 2020

The first event for the Ladies Council’s new term in December 2020 was a Christmas charity
project #AMMACares. The Council managed to engage 17 Samajams to undertake the project to
bring cheer to the needy people around them. To undertake this project, a sum of RM500 was
presented to each Samajam Ladies’ Chair/representative to purchase essential items and cakes to
celebrate the occasion.
Just prior to Christmas and on Christmas day itself, the AMMA Ladies Wing and members of the
respective Samajams brought cheer to the deserving communities close to home with lovely
goodies and cakes.
All the Samajam Ladies Chair/representative expressed their appreciation to the AMMA Ladies
Council for making them a part of the Christmas #AMMACares event to bring joy to the needy.
The organizing team expresses their sincere thanks to all the donors who made this project a great
success and they are:
AMMA President, Datuk Rajan Menon, Datin Sri Shaila V, Prof. Dr. Pradeep, Mr. Sasikumar
Poduval, Ms. Anne Mathews & Ms. Hilda. A total of RM8,900.00 was collected through donations
to support the event. Sincere thanks also to all those who were part of the program to make it a
resounding success.
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6.12.2 LADIES UNITE FOR A VIRTUAL CHIT CHAT CHAAYA! JANUARY 24, 2021

This event has been a tradition for the Ladies Wing and since this year the ladies were unable to
meet face to face to celebrate the new year, hence, a virtual gathering as titled above was held to
connect all the Samajam Ladies Chair and representatives for a casual conversation to hear their
views and discuss upcoming initiatives. There were approximately 40 ladies from various
Samajams who attended this session. A good turnout indeed to establish connections. To conclude
the evening, the ladies made a toast for a prosperous and joyful new year with a cup of ‘Chaaya’
and wished everyone well. What a lovely evening it was! :-)
6.12.3 ESSENTIAL CONVERSATIONS 2.0! FEBRUARY 28, 2021
A Virtual Evening with Dr. K.K. Iswaran, Obstetrics & Gynecology & Mr. Shamir
Rajadurai, Crime Safety Specialist
An evening filled with much information from health to safety measures for women! Essential
Conversations 2.0 was a tremendous success with approximately 100 ladies from all over Malaysia
and even from Australia participating in the event. It was wonderful to see that some were sharing
the screen with family members and even taking notes. AMMA President, Datuk Rajan Menon
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delivered a short speech prior to the session and Prof. Dr. Pradeep joined at the conclusion to
promote the career talk event.
The medical talk was led by Dr. K.K. Iswaran (Prince Court Medical Center) who covered topics
ranging from Menstrual irregularities, Dysmenorrhea and Endometriosis, Ovarian cyst, Fertility &
PCOS, Fibroids, Menopause, Cancer and Obesity. The areas covered were essential for all women
irrespective of their age and were indeed well received. This session was superbly moderated by
Datin Dr. Padmaja (NMMS) and Dr. Nalini Nanu (JBMA)
The second part of the virtual session was on crime and safety led by Mr. Shamir Rajadurai, an
expert in the area. The topics ranged from personal safety to home security and was certainly an
eye-opener to many with many follow up questions thereafter. This session was superbly handled
by Datin Sri Shaila and Ms. Mahija.
The AMMA Ladies Council received positive comments and compliments for organizing the event
which benefited many.
Both the speakers were impressed that the AMMA Ladies had organized these sessions for their
community and appreciated the effort.
The objective of the session for everyone to walk away, understanding what it takes to care for
one's health and safety, was met. The organizers thank all AMMA Samajam representatives for
their support and participation.

6.12.4 ESSENTIAL CONVERSATIONS 3.0! APRIL 4, 2021
A Virtual Evening with Dr. Premitha Damodaran, Consultant Obstetrician and
Gynecologist.
With the success of the Essential Conversation 2.0, another virtual medical talk with Dr. Premitha,
a Consultant Obstetrician and Gynecologist at Pantai Medical Center, was organized as Essential
Conversations 3.0. Topics that were covered by Dr. Premitha included, Common gynecological
problems, Hormone imbalance and menopause, as well as the need for hormone therapy. This
session was open to all community members. More than 100 participants were in attendance.
Dr. Premitha covered issues that are not easily discussed openly. It was a very informative session
indeed. It was a time well spent for all who attended to better understand their body and the
changes women go through. This session was moderated successfully by Ms. Mahija.
The organizers thank all AMMA Samajam representatives for their support and participation.
#Health is Wealth
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6.12.5 MOTHER’S DAY - MAY 8 - 9, 2021 #AMMACARES
Love In the Time of Pandemic: Mother's Day Organized by the AMMA Ladies Council
#Project for needy
Mother’ Day is another signature program for the AMMA Ladies Council. This year the program
focused on supporting mothers from the Malaysian Association for the Blind (MAB). It was a
time when the Covid-19 situation was changing very quickly, but that did not stop the AMMA
ladies from bringing cheer to mothers in need.
Thankfully, the AMMA VP1, Datin Sri Shaila and the AMMA Ladies Chair, Mdm Hilda managed
to physically attend the presentation ceremony right before the Movement Control Order was
implemented to honor their pledge to treat eleven (11) visually impaired single mothers of the
MAB with essential items.
Based on the ‘Wish List’ from each of the mothers, AMMA ladies Council was very fortunate to
have fulfilled them. Some of the items included rice cooker, electric kettle, bread toaster, personal
care products, handbag and chocolates. To top it up they were all presented with a box of cupcakes,
and a special potted plant for the family to care for and nurture.
The small gesture of care brought joy and happiness to these single mothers in conjunction with
Mother’s Day. Also present at the presentation ceremony were Mr. George Thomas (CEO of
MAB), Mdm. Katherine, and the Administration Members of MAB. AMMA Ladies Council is
fortunate to have been able to take on this noble cause on behalf of AMMA.
While the AMMA Ladies Council carried out the above project, 19 Samajams across Malaysia
also joined in to bring cheer to members within their communities. With a small contribution of
RM250 from the AMMA Ladies Council to each of the Samajam Ladies Wings, a variety of
activities such as visiting old folks’ homes, having a meal with a single mother, providing essential
items to single mothers and breaking fast at a deserving home, were undertaken by the Samajams.
The one thing common across all their presentations were a cake and a potted plant as gifts. From
the pictures shared by all, these small gestures brought smiles to everyone's lips as the visits came
to a close at the respective states.
Sincere thanks to the amazingly wonderful Ladies Wing heads of the Samajams who unselfishly
carried out the project either individually or with the members of their Samajam. AMMA, is truly
grateful to each of them for their energy and love shown towards the needy and the project.
#projectforneedy #AMMACares

6.12.6 Gynecological Disorders – Ayurveda Approach - Sunday, 25th July, 2021
The AMMA Ladies Council, this time around, organized a series of virtual medical talk
engagements involving reputable Ayurveda Doctors. These events were a collaboration with Ayur
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Center, Malaysia. The first session was attended by approximately 60 participants, from across
Malaysia as well as from Singapore, India and Australia. The topics included, Gynecological
disorders and infertility management, PCOS, endometriosis, Tubal factors, Pelvic inflammatory
Disease (PID) presented by Dr. M.A. Asmabi a Medical Officer from Palakkad, and Prevention of
Gynecological Disorders through Ayurveda by Dr. Anjali Rajeevan, an Ayurvedic Physician from
Kerala, practicing in KL.
This session was open to the general public. Thanks to the participation of the respective
Samajams and everyone who worked behind the scenes. From the comments received, it was
clear that the participants appreciated the information shared by both the Doctors, Dr. Anjali and
Dr. Asmabi. Special thanks also to the moderator, Mdm. Sheila Menon for steering the session
successfully together with the Q&A session.

6.12.7 General Health & Wellbeing – Ayurveda Approach - Sunday, 29th August 2021
This session, yet another virtual event, hosted by AMMA, and organized by the AMMA Ladies
Council was to benefit all community members throughout Malaysia and was open to both genders.
The three dynamic Ayurvedic practitioners enlightened the participants with the respective topics,
Steering your wellness every day by Dr. Harini, Detoxification in Ayurveda by Dr. Siby and
Healthy Diet in Ayurveda by Dr. Radhakrishnan. Thanks to the Ladies Council Members Datin
Sri Shaila and Mdm. Shobhna who were present and engaged with the participants before and after
the session.
AMMA President Datuk Rajan was at hand to deliver his opening remarks along with the Ladies
Council Chair. Thanks to AMMA Gen. Secretary who was present to engage with some
community members present.
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The Ladies Council received positive feedback from many community members for the
organization of the informative sessions. There were some who dropped an email to ensure that
they are kept in the loop for the next session.
The event had a participation of close to 80 (140 registered) Malaysian community members and
was wonderfully moderated by Mr. Sukumaran and Mdm. Sheila Menon. Thanks to all the
Presidents and Members of Samajams who attended the sessions.

With the above events the year concluded with all of us still in lockdown. We truly hope that the
AMMA Ladies Council was able to present meaningful activities for the engagement of women
in the community this past year and hope that we will be able to continue our works with the
support of everyone.

PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF THE EXCO BY

SASIKUMAR GOVINDA PODUVAL
GENERAL SECRETARY
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